Joan of Arc Stairs and Paths

Located from West 91st Street to West 95th Street in Riverside Park, Borough of Manhattan

LPC Public Meeting

February 6th, 2018

Parks Capital Design
Location of Joan of Arc Statue located at W93rd Street

Joan of Arc Statue dedicated in 1915
Joan of Arc Island  |  Site History

Portrait of Anna Hyatt Huntington modelling Joan of Arc

Joan of Arc Statue ca. 1935

Dedication ca. 1915
DPR 1935 Survey of Joan of Arc Island, monument with no paths
Joan of Arc Island | Existing Conditions at Monument

1. Granite seat wall
2. Granite block pavement
3. Monument base
1. Stair

2. Concrete riser

3. Granite capstone

4. Asphalt

Joan of Arc Island | Existing Conditions at Stairs
1. South desire line
2. Desire line at monument
3. Desire line at curb line

Joan of Arc Island
Existing Conditions at Desire Lines
1. Existing path

2. Existing path

3. Type “C” Pipe Rail

Joan of Arc Island | Existing Conditions at Paths
Joan of Arc Island

Existing and proposed paving layout
Joan of Arc Island

Schematic design

- Curb cut w/detectable warning pavers
- Proposed path 6' wide
- 4' Hoof Bench
- ADA Granite block pavement
- Riverside Drive
- Reconstrcut concrete stairs
- Reconstrcut pipe rail as needed
- Existing tree
- Asphalt path
- Horticultural zone
- Turf

92nd St
93rd St
Riverside Drive

Proposed path 6' wide
Joan of Arc Island | Schematic Design for stair

- Proposed asphalt path 6’ wide
- 4’ Hoof bench
- ADA Granite block pavement
- Reconstruct concrete stairs
Joan of Arc Island  |  Schematic Design for 92\textsuperscript{nd} Street

- Proposed path 6’ wide
- Reconstruct pipe rail as needed
- Curb cut w/detectable warning pavers
- ADA curb cut by DOT
ADA path at Grant's Tomb Visitors Center

ADA path at the Firemen's Memorial

ADA path at the Firemen’s Memorial
Exposed aggregate concrete

ADA granite block

ADA granite block

4' Hoof bench

Type “C” pipe rail fence
Joan of Arc Island | Schematic design

- Proposed path 6’ wide
- ADA Granite block pavement
- 4' Hoof Bench
- ADA curb cut and Striping by DOT
- Curb cut w/detectable warning pavers
- Reconstruct concrete stairs
- Reconstruct pipe rail as needed
- Existing tree
- Riverside Drive
- 92nd St
- 93rd St
- Asphalt path
- Horticultural zone
- Turf

[Diagram of Joan of Arc Island showing proposed improvements such as new pathways, accessible seating, and infrastructure updates.]